1997 cadillac deville alternator replacement

Fordtudor37 answered 7 years ago. Go to " SouthernHillbily answered 6 years ago. It was a amp
without the heated windshield feature. I read several posts on line about the procedure and a
video that was first thing on the google search that was not helpful in the least. With that said, I
had to read at least three posts to get enough info to decide to attempt the job. Therefore I
decided to write a post that completely cover the steps for removal and list the tools for the job.
I have a homemade ramp that I use to change the oil in the Caddy and this is what I used to
raise the front high enough for me to slide under the front of the car. The ramp is made of 4
pieces of 2x8 pressure treated lumber. Get the car at least 6" off the ground and be safe, set the
parking brake. There are four 15mm bolts that hold the alternator in place. But first you have to
create access to reach the alternator from underneath the vehicle. Crawl under the front of the
car and remove the three 10mm bolts from the black plastic access cover that is between the
radiator and the cross member, remove the panel. It is approx. Remove the four 10mm bolts
from the small metal access panel that is directly below the alternator. After you get this panel
off remove the 10mm bolt from the metal clamp on the wire loom bolted to the crossmember
and tuck the wire out of the way up on the top of the crossmember. Looking up you will be able
to see the two 15mm bolts on the engine side of the alternator along with the battery wire
connection and the wire plug above it. Also you will see the cooling fan that you will be
removing. Get back up to the top side and remove the plastic cover that goes across the top of
the radiator. This can be removed by pulling the plastic push plugs out and pulling up on either
end firmly to release it. Take the two long mounting screws out of the passenger side cooling
fan, unplug the wiring connector, crawl back under and use the screwdriver to pry open the
plastic clamp holding the wire loom to the back of the fan. From topside pull radiator hose aside
to lift fan up and out. Lay fan down with blade assembly facing up. Next, You Should disconnect
the battery cables and maybe cover the terminals so you don't accidently arc the socket wrench
on them when removing the two mounting bolts on that side of the alternator. Locate the upper
and lower mounting bolts and remove them completely. Push the handle toward the front of the
car and carefully slide the serpentine belt off of the alternator pulley. Using your right hand,
reach down and hold the belt steady near the bottom of the tensioner and take the left hand and
deliberately slide the belt toward the firewall side to get it slid back out of the way of the
alternator. Careful not to unravel the route of the belt. Crawl back under and remove the battery
wire and the wiring plug from the alternator. Use you 15mm open end wrench to remove the two
mounting bolts. The lower bolt may not pull all the way out. Hold your hand under the unit for
support. Gently pull the alternator down to clear the bracket. Move the alternator slightly toward
the middle. Once you have a little room turn the alternator pulley side down and then twist
slightly until it slips out between the radiator and the cross member. If you are deliberate, you
will remove it without damaging any of the radiator cooling fins. Install new one in reverse. Took
me 3 hours with the trip to the parts store included. This job a fairly easy job. Do not use a
ratcheting wrench on the lower mounting bolt on the engine side. Crod answered 2 years ago.
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DeVille Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cadillac Seville 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale. Those two bolts were
definitely a pain. Need a 15mm for them. A ratcheting wrench makes the job so much easier.
One with a ratcheting flex head would have been even better. Other than the ratcheting wrench,
you can do everything else with a small socket set. I think you need a 8mm for the battery, 10
mm, 13 mm, and 15mm for everything else if I remember correctly. Did not have to take the
wheels off, just drive the car on ramps and take the access panels off on the bottom. The job
took me around 3 to 3. The old alternator was definitely on the way out. It squealed on startup,
and the volts would fluctuate with the throttle. With the new one the battery voltage stays pretty
constant. Drops off or goes up very slowly. I use Photobucket for posting pics here on the
forum The first photo is the way the alternator comes out at the bottom. The front of the car is
on the left. In the third photo, I am in front of the car, and the alternator dropped out straight
down. I also took these photos for myself, to remind me if I ever have to do it again. Finally, you
will need a long extension for the bolt on the other side of the alternator. I also loosened the bolt
above it, but that was not part of the alternator. The final bolt is on top and can only be reached
by taking out the battery. You also need an extension, but not as long as for the previous bolt.
When I had the engine out of my STS for the headgasket job, I took the alternator to a rebuilder
and had them check it out. That way, I still have the GM alternator and know it will last the life of

the car. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted March
11, Just did the alternator on my 97 Deville this weekend. Took some pics with explanations.
Not sure how to post the pics though. Took photos of how the alternator comes out the bottom
and the two bolts on the manifold side. I am pretty happy with the job. Link to post Share on
other sites. Texas Jim 34 Posted March 11, Posted March 13, Able to post pics now The first
photo is the way the alternator comes out at the bottom. The second photo is another angle of
the alternator. The front of the car would be top right. I circled the two bolts around the exhaust
manifold. KHE Posted March 14, Posted March 14, Thanks for posting the procedure. There is
not a lot of room in there to work. I kept the old alternator. Can have it rebuilt in the future. Join
the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Without the alternator, your Cadillac would not
run, because the fuel system, braking system and even the steering system are all electronically
controlled. Replacement alternators for your DeVille can be purchased from most auto parts
stores. However, before replacing your alternator, you can use the built-in diagnostic system on
your DeVille to determine if your alternator has failed. Open the fuse panel cover underneath the
steering wheel and locate the fuse for the alternator. Use the fuse diagram on the underside of
the fuse panel cover to locate the fuse for the alternator. Pull the fuse for the alternator and
check the metal strip inside the alternator. If the strip is broken or damaged in any way, then
you will need to replace the fuse with another fuse of the same amperage. Start your Cadillac
DeVille's engine. Wait five seconds and check the lights on the instrument panel. If a light in the
shape of a battery illuminates, this indicates a failure of the alternator. The voltage regulator is
malfunctioning and causing the system to over or undercharge the system. The alternator
needs to be replaced. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the
financial services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in
life insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the
fuse panel cover underneath the steering wheel and locate the fuse for the alternator. Step 2
Pull the fuse for the alternator and check the metal strip inside the alternator. Haynes;
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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